CALL FOR PAPERS OF THE ANNUAL SOCIOLOGY MEETING 2015
On May 27, 2015 the Dutch Association for Sociology (NSV) and the Flemish Society for Sociology
(VVS) organize their annual meeting. A large variety of sociological research will be presented here.
The 15th Sociology Meeting will take place at the department of Sociology of the VU University in
Amsterdam.
The program consists of paper presentations organized in thematic sessions (see below). The
objective is to provide young and experienced scholars the opportunity to present their work to a
large group of research fellows. In three parallel paper sessions a total of about 120 papers can be
presented. In addition there is a plenary session in which two well-known sociologists will debate
with each other and the audience on an issue in contemporary society. The meeting will end with a
reception in which the VVS and NVS present their yearly awards.
Proposals for papers (250 to 400 words) can be submitted via the website www.nsv-sociologie.nl.
On the application form you can indicate the preferred thematic session. Please include in your
proposal information on theoretical background, method and (preliminary) results of the study to be
presented. The call is open for all sociological themes. Papers that do not fit in one of the twelve
themes listed below, can be submitted in the ‘open session’. On the application form you can
indicate that the preferred language for presentation is English. Sessions will be organized by theme
and by language.
You can submit a proposal as of today. The deadline for proposals is February 15, 2015. The
programming of papers in sessions will be announced by the website. Full papers are due on May
15.
Registration for the Annual Sociology Meeting is possible from February 15, 2015. All participants
(presenters, session coordinators, session chairs, and other participants) need to register on the
website www.nsv-sociologie.nl.

Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Social inequality
Culture
Education
Employment and organization
Policy and politics
Citizenship
Health and Care

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Crime
Family
Migration
Social movements
Urban & space
Open session

